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Bronson's robust second edition makes C++ accessible to first level
engineering students, as C++ continues to gain a stronghold in the
engineering and scientific communities.
Databases Illuminated, Second Edition integrates database theory with
a practical approach to database design and implementation. The text
is specifically designed for the modern database student, who will be
expected to know both theory and applied design and implementation
as professionals in the field. This Second Edition has been revised and
updated to incorporate information about the new releases of Access
2010, Oracle 11g, and Intersystems Cache. It includes material on the
most recent topics such as, web access, JDBC, web programming, XML,
data mining, and other emerging database technologies and
applications. Instructor resources include Microsoft PowerPoint lecture
slides, solutions to all the exercises and projects in the text, test bank,
and a complete instructor's manual that includes objectives and
teaching hints. Student resources include an open access companion
website featuring: -downloadable code -projects with step-by-step
guidance that ensure students fully understand each step before
moving on to the next. -hands-on lab exercises that allow students to
apply the concepts learned from the text -additional information not
included in the text to allow for further study The integrated, modern
approach to databases, combined with strong pedagogical features,
accessible writing, and a full package of student and instructor’s
resources, makes Databases Illuminated, Second Edition the perfect
textbook for courses in this exciting field. New and Key Features of the
updated Second Edition: -Covers the new features of the current
versions of popular database management systems, including Oracle
11, Access 2010, and InterSystems Cache. -Incorporates the new
curriculum recommendations in ACM Computer Science Curriculum
2008 and ACM/AIS IS2010 Curriculum Guidelines for IS2010.2, Data
and Information Management, including more attention to security,
concurrency, and net-centric computing. The chapter on computer
ethics has been updated to take into account new regulations and
practices. -Contains more material on recent and relevant topics, such
as Web access, JDBC, web programming, XML, data warehousing, data
mining, and other emerging database technologies and applications.
-Includes the extensive object-relational features of the current release
of Oracle, with downloadable code for students to implement; Objectoriented databases are implemented using InterSystems Cache, with
downloadable code included on the website.
Revised and updated with the latest information in the field, the Fourth
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Edition of Computer Science Illuminated continues to engage and
enlighten students on the fundamental concepts and diverse
capabilities of computing. Written by two of today’s most respected
computer science educators, Nell Dale and John Lewis, the text
provides a broad overview of the many aspects of the discipline from a
generic view point. Separate program language chapters are available
as bundle items for those instructors who would like to explore a
particular programming language with their students. The many layers
of computing are thoroughly explained beginning with the information
layer, working through the hardware, programming, operating
systems, application, and communication layers, and ending with a
discussion on the limitations of computing. Perfect for introductory
computing and computer science courses, the fourth edition's thorough
presentation of computing systems provides computer science majors
with a solid foundation for further study, and offers non-majors a
comprehensive and complete introduction to computing.
Named a Notable Book in the 21st Annual Best of Computing list by the
ACM! Robert Sedgewick and Kevin Wayne’s Computer Science: An
Interdisciplinary Approach is the ideal modern introduction to computer
science with Java programming for both students and professionals.
Taking a broad, applications-based approach, Sedgewick and Wayne
teach through important examples from science, mathematics,
engineering, finance, and commercial computing. The book demystifies
computation, explains its intellectual underpinnings, and covers the
essential elements of programming and computational problem solving
in today’s environments. The authors begin by introducing basic
programming elements such as variables, conditionals, loops, arrays,
and I/O. Next, they turn to functions, introducing key modular
programming concepts, including components and reuse. They present
a modern introduction to object-oriented programming, covering
current programming paradigms and approaches to data abstraction.
Building on this foundation, Sedgewick and Wayne widen their focus to
the broader discipline of computer science. They introduce classical
sorting and searching algorithms, fundamental data structures and
their application, and scientific techniques for assessing an
implementation’s performance. Using abstract models, readers learn to
answer basic questions about computation, gaining insight for practical
application. Finally, the authors show how machine architecture links
the theory of computing to real computers, and to the field’s history
and evolution. For each concept, the authors present all the
information readers need to build confidence, together with examples
that solve intriguing problems. Each chapter contains question-andanswer sections, self-study drills, and challenging problems that
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demand creative solutions. Companion web site
(introcs.cs.princeton.edu/java) contains Extensive supplementary
information, including suggested approaches to programming
assignments, checklists, and FAQs Graphics and sound libraries Links
to program code and test data Solutions to selected exercises Chapter
summaries Detailed instructions for installing a Java programming
environment Detailed problem sets and projects Companion 20-part
series of video lectures is available at
informit.com/title/9780134493831
Foundations of Computer Science
Computer Science Illuminated
Algorithms for NP-Hard Problems
The Algorithm Design Manual
An Active Learning Approach
Navigate 2 Advantage Access For Computer Science
Illuminated, Sixth Edition Is A Digital-Only Access Code
That Unlocks A Comprehensive And Interactive Ebook, Student
Practice Activities And Assessments, A Full Suite Of
Instructor Resources, And Learning Analytics Reporting
System. Fully Revised And Updated, The Sixth Edition Of The
Best-Selling Text Computer Science Illuminated Retains The
Accessibility And In-Depth Coverage Of Previous Editions,
While Incorporating All-New Material On Cutting-Edge Issues
In Computer Science. Authored By The Award-Winning Nell Dale
And John Lewis, Computer Science Illuminated’S Unique And
Innovative Layered Approach Moves Through The Levels Of
Computing From An Organized, Language-Neutral Perspective.
Designed For The Introductory Computing And Computer Science
Course, This Student-Friendly Sixth Edition Provides
Students With A Solid Foundation For Further Study, And
Offers Non-Majors A Complete Introduction To Computing. Key
Features Of The Sixth Edition Include: Access To Navigate 2
Online Learning Materials Including A Comprehensive And
Interactive Ebook, Student Practice Activities And
Assessments, Learning Analytics Reporting Tools, And More
Completely Revised Sections On HTML And CSS Updates
Regarding Top Level Domains, Social Networks, And Google
Analytics (Chapter 16) All-New Section On Internet
Management, Including ICANN Control And Net Neutrality
(Chapter 15) New Design, Including Fully Revised Figures And
Tables New And Updated Did You Know Callouts Are Included In
The Chapter Margins New And Revised Ethical Issues And
Biographies Throughout Emphasize The History And Breadth Of
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Computing Available In Our Customizable PUBLISH Platform A
Collection Of Programming Language Chapters Are Available As
Low-Cost Bundling Options. Available Chapters Include: Java,
C++, Python, Alice, SQL, VB.NET, RUBY, Perl, Pascal, And
Javascript. With Navigate 2, Technology And Content Combine
To Expand The Reach Of Your Classroom. Whether You Teach An
Online, Hybrid, Or Traditional Classroom-Based Course,
Navigate 2 Delivers Unbeatable Value. Experience Navigate 2
Today At Www.Jblnavigate.Com/2
For the second or third programming course. A practical and
unique approach to data structures that separates interface
from implementation. This book provides a practical
introduction to data structures with an emphasis on abstract
thinking and problem solving, as well as the use of Java. It
does this through what remains a unique approach that
clearly separates each data structure’s interface (how to
use a data structure) from its implementation (how to
actually program that structure). Parts I (Tour of Java), II
(Algorithms and Building Blocks), and III (Applications) lay
the groundwork by discussing basic concepts and tools and
providing some practical examples, while Part IV
(Implementations) focuses on implementation of data
structures. This forces the reader to think about the
functionality of the data structures before the hash table
is implemented. The Fourth Edition features many new updates
as well as new exercises.
Computer science is the world's fastest growing field of
study, and this growth is showing no signs of slowing down.
As a new field, computer science can seem intimidating, but
it should not be scary to learn or difficult to understand.
If you have ever turned on a phone or surfed the Internet
then you have used a computer and should have a basic
understanding of what happens when you click the mouse or
touch the screen--and how fast it happens! Computer Science
Principles introduces the creative side of computing. Once
you've made your way through this book, you'll be editing
photos, designing websites, coding JavaScript, and getting
organized with spreadsheets--and along the way you'll learn
the foundational concepts of computer science. How do
computers convert information into ones and zeros and send
it thousands of miles in a blink of the eye? What is an IP
address? What do TCP/IP, DNS, HTML, and CSS stand for? How
can a hard drive store large movies and thousands of songs?
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How can secrets be sent in plain sight? These questions--and
more--are answered in Computer Science Principles.
This book of readings is a flexible resource for
undergraduate and graduate courses in the evolving fields of
computer and Internet ethics. Each selection has been
carefully chosen for its timeliness and analytical depth and
is written by a well-known expert in the field. The readings
are organized to take students from a discussion on ethical
frameworks and regulatory issues to a substantial treatment
of the four fundamental, interrelated issues of cyberethics:
speech, property, privacy, and security. A chapter on
professionalism rounds out the selection. This book makes an
excellent companion to CyberEthics: Morality and Law in
Cyberspace, Third Edition by providing articles that present
both sides of key issues in cyberethics.
C# .Net Illuminated
Invitation To Computer Science 4/e
Where Parallels Intersect
Network Cabling Illuminated
A Modern Approach to Classical Theorems of Advanced Calculus
Adapted from "Programming and Problem Solving with C++, " this edition provides students with a clear,
accessible introduction to C++, object-oriented programming, and the fundamentals of software
development.
Computer Science IlluminatedJones & Bartlett Learning
The Basics of Digital Forensics provides a foundation for people new to the digital forensics field. This
book teaches you how to conduct examinations by discussing what digital forensics is, the methodologies
used, key technical concepts and the tools needed to perform examinations. Details on digital forensics for
computers, networks, cell phones, GPS, the cloud, and Internet are discussed. Also learn how to collect
evidence, document the scene, and how deleted data is recovered. Learn all about what Digital Forensics
entails Build a toolkit and prepare an investigative plan Understand the common artifacts to look for during
an exam
Based on the ACM model curriculum guidelines, this text covers the fundamentals of computer science
required for first year students embarking on a computing degree. Data representation of text, audio,
images, and numbers; computer hardware and software, including operating systems and programming
languages; data organization topics such as SQL database models - they're all [included]. Progressing from
the bits and bytes level to the higher levels of abstraction, this birds-eye view provides the foundation to help
you succeed as you continue your studies in programming and other areas in the computer field.-Back cover.
Toward a Global Middle Ages
A Gateway to Higher Mathematics
Programming in C++
Python Programming
Computer Graphics
Written for the one- to three-term introductory programming course, the fifth edition of Java
Illuminated provides learners with an interactive, user-friendly approach to learning the Java
programming language. Comprehensive but accessible, the text takes a progressive approach to objectoriented programming, allowing students to build on established skills to develop new and
increasingly complex classes. Java Illuminated follows an activity-based active learning approach
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that ensures student engagement and interest.
This important and overdue book examines illuminated manuscripts and other book arts of the
Global Middle Ages. Illuminated manuscripts and illustrated or decorated books—like today’s
museums—preserve a rich array of information about how premodern peoples conceived of and
perceived the world, its many cultures, and everyone’s place in it. Often a Eurocentric field of study,
manuscripts are prisms through which we can glimpse the interconnected global history of humanity.
Toward a Global Middle Ages is the first publication to examine decorated books produced across the
globe during the period traditionally known as medieval. Through essays and case studies, the
volume’s multidisciplinary contributors expand the historiography, chronology, and geography of
manuscript studies to embrace a diversity of objects, individuals, narratives, and materials from
Africa, Asia, Australasia, and the Americas—an approach that both engages with and contributes to
the emerging field of scholarly inquiry known as the Global Middle Ages. Featuring 160 color
illustrations, this wide-ranging and provocative collection is intended for all who are interested in
engaging in a dialogue about how books and other textual objects contributed to world-making
strategies from about 400 to 1600.
A Gateway to Higher Mathematics integrates the process of teaching students how to do proofs into
the framework of displaying the development of the real number system. The text eases the students
into learning how to construct proofs, while preparing students how to cope with the type of proofs
encountered in the higher-level courses of abstract algebra, analysis, and number theory. After using
this text, the students will not only know how to read and construct proofs, they will understand much
about the basic building blocks of mathematics. The text is designed so that the professor can choose
the topics to be emphasized, while leaving the remainder as a reference for the students.
C# .NET Illuminated is an introductory programming textbook that takes a step-by-step approach to
event-driven programming and rapid application development using Microsoft Visual Studio .NET.
Readers learn how to maximize the power of the C# language and the Visual Studio .NET
environment through a hands-on, highly visual approach complete with numerous examples, sample
applications, and programming exercises. Features designed to reinforce key skills and concepts are
found throughout, making this book ideal for use in a classroom/lab setting or as a self-study guide.
Navigate 2 Advantage Access for Computer Science Illuminated
Java 5 Illuminated
Thinking in Java
Computer Science
Programming and Problem Solving with C++

This book offers a well-balanced presentation on designing algorithms, complexity
analysis of algorithms, and computational complexity that is accessible to mainstream
computer science students who have a background in college algebra and discrete
structures.
This Book Covers All Aspects Of Network And Communications Cabling, Including
Physical Characteristics Of The Various Types Of Cabling, Installation Design And
Implementation Guidelines, Cabling Standards And Specifications, Software And
Hardware Tools For Testing And Monitoring Installations, And Premises Wiring. With A
Heavy Focus On Developing Hands-On Skills And Including Many Labs And Group
Exercises For Learning Reinforcement, The Book Thoroughly Prepares Readers For
The Certification Objectives Covered In The BICSI, NACSE And ETA Exams.
This book uses elementary versions of modern methods found in sophisticated
mathematics to discuss portions of "advanced calculus" in which the subtlety of the
concepts and methods makes rigor difficult to attain at an elementary level.
This guide offers students an overview of computer science principles, and provides a
solid foundation for those continuing their study in this dynamic and exciting discipline.
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New features of this edition include: a chapter on computer security providing readers
with the latest information on preventing unauthorized access; types of malware and
anti-virus software; protecting online information, including data collection issues with
Facebook, Google, etc.; security issues with mobile and portable devices; a new
section on cloud computing offering readers an overview of the latest way in which
businesses and users interact with computers and mobile devices; a rewritten section
on social networks including new data on Google+ and Facebook; updates to include
HTML5; revised and updated Did You Know callouts are included in the chapter
margins; revisions of recommendations by the ACM dealing with computer ethic issues.
-Principles and Practice
Encountering the World through Illuminated Manuscripts
Readings in Cyberethics
Software Engineering
Starting Out with Java: Early Objects PDF eBook, Global Edition
A guide to the concepts and applications of computer graphics covers
such topics as interaction techniques, dialogue design, and user
interface software.
This book is suitable for use in a university-level first course in
computing (CS1), as well as the increasingly popular course known as
CS0. It is difficult for many students to master basic concepts in
computer science and programming. A large portion of the confusion can
be blamed on the complexity of the tools and materials that are
traditionally used to teach CS1 and CS2. This textbook was written
with a single overarching goal: to present the core concepts of
computer science as simply as possible without being simplistic.
Computer Architecture/Software Engineering
Inspired by the success of their best-selling introductory programming
text, Java Software Solutions, authors Lewis, DePasquale, and Chase
now release Java Foundations, Second Edition. This text is a
comprehensive resource for instructors who want a two-or threesemester introduction to programming textbook that includes detail on
data structures topics. Java Foundations introduces a Software
Methodology early on and revisits it throughout to ensure students
develop sound program development skills from the beginning. Control
structures are covered before writing classes, providing a solid
foundation of fundamental concepts and sophisticated topics.
The Foundational Concepts of Computer Science - For AP(R) Computer
Science Principles, 2020 Edition
Foundations of Algorithms Using C++ Pseudocode
Java Foundations
Calculus on Manifolds
An Interdisciplinary Approach
With a variety of interactive learning features and user-friendly pedagogy, the Third Edition
provides a comprehensive introduction to programming using the most current version of Java.
Throughout the text the authors incorporate an "active learning approach" which asks students
to take an active role in their understanding of the language through the use of numerous
interactive examples, exercises, and projects. Object-oriented programming concepts are
developed progressively and reinforced through numerous Programming Activities, allowing
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students to fully understand and implement both basic and sophisticated techniques. In
response to students growing interest in animation and visualization the text includes techniques
for producing graphical output and animations beginning in Chapter 4 with applets and
continuing throughout the text. You will find Java Illuminated, Third Edition comprehensive and
user-friendly. Students will find it exciting to delve into the world of programming with hands-on,
real-world applications!New to the Third Edition:-Includes NEW examples and projects
throughout-Every NEW copy of the text includes a CD-ROM with the following: *programming
activity framework code*full example code from each chapter*browser-based modules with
visual step-by-step demonstrations of code execution*links to popular integrated development
environments and the Java Standard Edition JDK-Every new copy includes full student access
to TuringsCraft Custome CodeLab. Customized to match the organization of this textbook,
CodeLab provides over 300 short hands-on programming exercises with immediate
feedback.Instructor Resources: Test Bank, PowerPoint Lecture Outlines, Solutions to
Programming Activities in text, and Answers to the chapter exercisesAlso available:Java
Illuminated: Brief Edition, Third Edition (ISBN-13: 978-1-4496-3202-1). This Brief Edition is
suitable for the one-term introductory course.
Data Structures & Theory of Computation
Introduction to Computing and Programming in Python, 3e, uses multimedia applications to
motivate introductory computer science majors or non-majors. The book's hands-on approach
shows how programs can be used to build multimedia computer science applications that
include sound, graphics, music, pictures, and movies. The students learn a key set of computer
science tools and topics, as well as programming skills; such as how to design and use
algorithms, and practical software engineering methods. The book also includes optional
coverage of HCI, as well as rudimentary data structures and databases using the user-friendly
Python language for implementation. Authors Guzdial and Ericson also demonstrate how to
communicate compatibly through networks and do concurrent programming. 0133591522 /
9780133591521 Introduction to Computing and Programming in Python & MyProgrammingLab
with eText Package Package consists of 0132923513 / 9780132923514 Introduction to
Computing and Programming in Python 0133590747 / 9780133590746 MyProgrammingLab
with eText -- Access Code Card -- for Introduction to Computing and Programming in Python
This text is intended for use in the Java programming course Tony Gaddis’s accessible, step-bystep presentation helps beginning students understand the important details necessary to
become skilled programmers at an introductory level. Gaddis motivates the study of both
programming skills and the Java programming language by presenting all the details needed to
understand the “how” and the “why”—but never losing sight of the fact that most beginners
struggle with this material. His approach is both gradual and highly accessible, ensuring that
students understand the logic behind developing high-quality programs. In Starting Out with
Java: Early Objects, Gaddis looks at objects—the fundamentals of classes and
methods—before covering procedural programming. As with all Gaddis texts, clear and easy-toread code listings, concise and practical real-world examples, and an abundance of exercises
appear in every chapter. Teaching and Learning Experience This program presents a better
teaching and learning experience—for you and your students. Enhance Learning with the
Gaddis Approach: Gaddis’s accessible approach features clear and easy-to-read code listings,
concise real-world examples, and exercises in every chapter. Keep Your Course Current:
Content is refreshed to provide the most up-to-date information on new technologies for your
course. Support Instructors and Students: Student and instructor resources are available to
expand on the topics presented in the text.
Java Illuminated
C++ for Engineers and Scientists
Introduction to Program Design & Data Structures
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Managing Software Projects

Artificial Intelligence Illuminated presents an overview of the background and
history of artificial intelligence, emphasizing its importance in today's society
and potential for the future. The book covers a range of AI techniques,
algorithms, and methodologies, including game playing, intelligent agents,
machine learning, genetic algorithms, and Artificial Life. Material is presented
in a lively and accessible manner and the author focuses on explaining how AI
techniques relate to and are derived from natural systems, such as the human
brain and evolution, and explaining how the artificial equivalents are used in
the real world. Each chapter includes student exercises and review questions,
and a detailed glossary at the end of the book defines important terms and
concepts highlighted throughout the text.
The only things librarians seem to encounter more often than acronyms are
strings of jargon and arcane technical phrases—and there are so many
floating around that even just reading an article in a professional journal can
bewilder experienced librarians, to say nothing of those new to the
profession! Featuring thousands of revised and brand new entries, the fourth
edition of ALA Glossary of Library and Information Science presents a
thorough yet concise guide to the specific words that describe the materials,
processes and systems relevant to the field of librarianship. A panel of experts
from across the LIS world have thoroughly updated the glossary to include
the latest technology- and internet-related terms, covering metadata,
licensing, electronic resources, instruction, assessment, readers’ advisory,
and electronic workflow. This book will become an essential part of every
library’s and librarian’s reference collection and will also be a blessing for LIS
students and recent graduates.
Presents an illustrated A-Z encyclopedia containing approximately 600 entries
on computer and technology related topics.
With a variety of interactive learning features and user-friendly pedagogy,Java
5 Illuminatedprovides a comprehensive introduction to programming using
the most current version of the Java language, Java 5. In addition to providing
all of the material necessary for a complete introductory course in Java
programming, the book also features flexible coverage of other topics of
interest, including Graphical User Interfaces, data structures, file input and
output, and applets. Object-Oriented Programming concepts are developed
progressively and reinforced through numerous Programming Activities,
allowing students to fully understand and implement both basic and
sophisticated techniques at a pace which is neither too fast nor too slow. OO
concepts are blended appropriately with fundamental programming
techniques, including accumulation, counting, finding maximum and minimum
values, and using flag and toggle variables, and supplemented with coverage
of sound software engineering practices. Distinguishing this text from other
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introductory Java books is the authors' extensive use of an "active learning"
approach to presenting the material through abundant use of graphics,
visualization exercises, animations, numerous full and partial program
examples, group projects, and best practices. These and other pedagogical
devices facilitate hands-on, interactive learning, and make the book equally
appropriate for use in "traditional" lecture environments, a computerequipped classroom, or lab environment. Java 5 Illuminated Errata Sheet
Introduction to Computing and Programming in Python Plus My Programming
Lab -- Access Card Package
The Primer for Getting Started in Digital Forensics
The Basics of Digital Forensics
Algorithms Illuminated (Part 4)
ALA Glossary of Library and Information Science, Fourth Edition
An overview of the programming language's fundamentals covers syntax,
initialization, implementation, classes, error handling, objects,
applets, multiple threads, projects, and network programming.
This newly expanded and updated second edition of the best-selling
classic continues to take the "mystery" out of designing algorithms,
and analyzing their efficacy and efficiency. Expanding on the first
edition, the book now serves as the primary textbook of choice for
algorithm design courses while maintaining its status as the premier
practical reference guide to algorithms for programmers, researchers,
and students. The reader-friendly Algorithm Design Manual provides
straightforward access to combinatorial algorithms technology,
stressing design over analysis. The first part, Techniques, provides
accessible instruction on methods for designing and analyzing computer
algorithms. The second part, Resources, is intended for browsing and
reference, and comprises the catalog of algorithmic resources,
implementations and an extensive bibliography. NEW to the second
edition: • Doubles the tutorial material and exercises over the first
edition • Provides full online support for lecturers, and a completely
updated and improved website component with lecture slides, audio and
video • Contains a unique catalog identifying the 75 algorithmic
problems that arise most often in practice, leading the reader down
the right path to solve them • Includes several NEW "war stories"
relating experiences from real-world applications • Provides up-todate links leading to the very best algorithm implementations
available in C, C++, and Java
Encyclopedia of Computer Science and Technology
An Introduction to Computer Science
Data Structures and Problem Solving Using Java: Pearson New
International Edition
Computer Science Principles
Object-Oriented Data Structures Using Java
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